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ACTIVITIES IN THE AUTUMN

- “FACHTAG DEUTSCH” CPD for Secondary teachers in cooperation with SALT (regular ‘JOUR FIXE’ every 2nd Saturday in September)

- Resources & Website: Short films and Film clips with extensive teaching materials online: [www.goethe.de/filmab](http://www.goethe.de/filmab)

- Visits to Primary Schools with Workshop: GERMAN OUTDOORS and PLAYRUG: MAP OF GERMANY

- GERMAN LANGUAGE ADVENTURE took place in 15 schools from Eyemouth to Kilmarnock — in 2016 also as a project for FLA’s & GETs

- Four schools have committed to introducing the *FIT in Deutsch 1* certificate and skill training

- Higher and Advanced Higher pupils participate in our Immersion Days
FOCUS

PRIMARY GERMAN — UP SKILLING PROGRAMME FOR NON-SPECIALIST LANGUAGE TEACHING STAFF

TO PROVIDE:

- an understanding of and familiarity with the Goethe-Institut’s Felix & Franzi resource
- an understanding of basic vocabulary, structure and grammar of the German language
- models of and ideas for good language teaching practice
- the confidence to deliver German to pupils (P1 — P7) in the primary school

DELIVERED:
In 5 - 10 sessions offered as after-school INSET (Twilight Sessions)
„TRAIN THE TRAINERS“ SEMINAR

- **AUDIENCE:** Representatives from 3 Local Authorities; language specialist from secondary schools

- **SCHEDULE:** Friday 4:00 – 7:30; Saturday 9:30 – 2:00

**PROGRAMME:**

- To make a start at primary level with German and getting to know the [*Felix & Franzi*](link) scheme of work

- Introducing German—How to combine learning the language and teaching it at the same time

- Example of a 10-session training programme from a primary school in Swindon

- Introduction of work results and first ideas for own primary up-skilling programme
PRIMARY GERMAN — UP SKILLING SESSIONS

PRESENTLY IN:

- EAST DUNBARTONSHIRE
- CITY OF GLASGOW (SPRINGBURN ACADEMY)
- WEST DUNBARTONSHIRE (VALE OF LEVEN)
PRIMARY GERMAN — UP SKILLING SESSIONS

PLANNED:

- EAST AYRSHIRE
- FIFE
- ABERDEEN CITY
INITIATIVE:
The Smart Choice - German network in cooperation with SCILT and SALT
For schools showing a strong commitment to the teaching and learning of German

GOETHE INSTITUT WILL SUPPORT SCHOOLS BY
Offering training and CPD opportunities
Supporting learning opportunities to enhance existing classroom practice
Offering opportunities for intercultural learning experiences for pupils to enhance the Broad General Education and support uptake in the Senior Phase
Providing teachers with scholarships for language and training opportunities in Germany
Providing free teaching materials and advice
Supporting schools to forge links with external partners in business, culture and further education
CONTACT

Language Department
Goethe Institut Glasgow
3 Park Circus
Glasgow G3 6AX

+44 141 332 2555
+44 141 342 1650

Liselotte Börgmann (Head of Teachers’ Services)
boergmann@glasgow.goethe.org

Claudia Kusian (Adviser for German in Primary)
kusian@glasgow.goethe.org

Franziska Ott (Administration)
language@glasgowgoethe.org

www.goethe.de/glasgow (› Teaching German)

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR REGULAR E-MAIL NEWSLETTERS

Information about forthcoming events, new programmes and materials